KET to air memorial service for former Kentucky Governor John Y. Brown Jr.

FOR RELEASE: Nov. 22, 2022

On Wednesday, Nov. 30, KET will air and livestream the private Capitol memorial service for former Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Brown, a restaurant magnate who served as Kentucky’s governor from 1979-1983, died on Monday, Nov. 21.

Governor John Y. Brown Jr: A Capitol Farewell
KET Wednesday, Nov. 30 • 2/1 pm
Stream at KET.org/Live

Additionally, several programs on which Brown appeared are also available for on-demand streaming at KET.org and the PBS Video app:

- **Conversations with Champions: John Y. Brown Jr.**
  A conversation between host Billy Reed and Gov. Brown from 2016.

- **One to One with Bill Goodman: John Y. Brown Jr.**

KET is Kentucky’s largest classroom, where learning comes to life for more than two million people each week via television, online and mobile. Learn more about Kentucky’s preeminent public media organization at KET.org, on Twitter @KET and at facebook.com/KET.
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